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Motivation
WP5 Objectives:

Develop customizable pilot workflows
Onboard new communities

Targeting Materials Science community

Enable researchers in the physical sciences to handle data 
more easily
WP4, Pathfinder 1:

…creating an integrated environment to support capture, 
analyse and reuse data. Prototype developed for XAS data



Catalysis use case
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1. INTRODUCTION

Experimental and computational simulation techniques developed to understand the nature of materials 
and their practical applications in catalysis research rely on the use of data for building and validating 
complex models (such as the example in Figure 1). The UK Catalysis Hub (UKCH) enables cutting-edge 
research in catalytic science, by facilitating access to state-of-the-art resources and expertise. UKCH 
provides access to well equiped laboratories, central facilities provided by the Science and Technology 
Facilities Council (STFC) and offers expert advice for processing and analysis of the data produced from 
experiments and theoretical models.

 Figure 1. Diagram of an in-situ XAFS analysis experiment [11]. The target of this proposal are the processes and 
outputs after XAFS microspectroscopyc, on the lower rightmost branch of the experimental process using ATHENA 
and ARTEMIS for processing and analyses of XAFS data.

UKCH researchers use advanced processing and analysis software such as Mantid [3], DAWN [4], 
Larch [29], and Demeter [33] to handle the data produced by their research projects. These tools allow 
scientists to process and analyze data interactively. Additionally, each scientist has a choice of analysis 
software such as MATLAB, R, and Excel, to further analyze data and to format results for publishing. STFC 

c  Performed at Diamond Beamline B22: Multimode InfraRed Imaging And Microspectroscopy (MIRIAM).
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Current approach
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implemented using Demeter and Larch (one for each). The Demeter version is scripted in Perl and allows 

running the same process as the manual workflow. The main difference is that the interface is text based 

and the operations are presented in a text menu. The Larch version of the scripted workflow is implemented 

using Larch and Jupyter Notebooks (Python). Finally, two managed versions of the workflow were designed 

to be executed using Nextflow [12] in combination with Larch and Demeter.

The first three versions of the workflow were fully implemented and used in demonstrations while the 

Nextflow managed version is in the process of being implemented for execution on a high-performance 

computing environment. 

A. Overview

B. Detailed view

 Figure 3. Overview and detailed view of the XAS processing workfl ow.
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XAS in Galaxy
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• Larch Athena:
• Processing and Normalization 
• Cropping energy range
• Outputs project file and plots

• Larch FEFF:
• Load from cif and converts to FEFF 

input file (or loads FEFF input)
• Outputs zipped directory of paths

• Larch Select Paths:
• Selects which paths from Larch 

FEFF to use
• Defines parameters for these paths

• Larch Artemis:
• Performs fitting on FEFF paths
• Outputs report on fitting and plots

Also implementing utility tools and tools 
for other XAS techniques (not shown 
on diagram).



Process and Normalise XAS with Larch Athena in Galaxy
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Path Generation in FeS2 using Larch FEFF in Galaxy
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Path Selection in FeS2 using Larch Select Paths in Galaxy

FeS2 

Multiple scattering 
of emitted  
photoelectron
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Extended Analysis in FeS2 using Larch Artemis in Galaxy
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Saving Full EXAFS Workflow for FeS2 in Galaxy

• The tasks that we included in Galaxy are:
 Processing and Normalization of Raw Data
 Extended XAFS Analysis of Data
• Larch Athena:  Galaxy tool for Processing and Normalization of raw data.
• Larch FEFF: Galaxy tool for the generation of paths in a material using FEFF.
• Larch Select Paths:  Galaxy tool for the selection of paths generated using Larch FEFF.
• Larch Artemis: Galaxy tool for extended analysis of EXAFS data. 



Reproducing results



Benefits of Galaxy
• Embed parameters used in the calculation in workflow invocations
• Potential to integrate with existing or new resources:

• Data storage at the synchrotron
• Compute resources already managed by STFC/UKRI/PSDI

• Apply workflow to thousands of measurements of the same sample
• …without requiring scientists to write their own Perl scripts

Workflow Type Average Processing Times Estimated
(3790 groups)Normalise Fit Per Group

Manual Novice 3 minutes 21 minutes 24 minutes ~ 63 Days
Manual Expert 2 minutes 8 minutes 10 minutes ~ 26 Days
Scripted Demeter 7.68 Seconds 13.56 Seconds 21.24 Seconds ~ 23 Hours



Challenges
• Parameters sometimes missing 

from published papers
• Building on a Python library – not 

executables
• Have to decide on tool scope and 

write own Python scripts to execute
• Large parameter space requiring 

expert knowledge
• Difficulty in embedding interactivity 

to allow “trial and error”
• Should we be considering 

Jupyter/interactive tools?



Conclusions
Galaxy can reproduce the tasks  associated to the:
1) Processing and Normalization of Raw Data
2) Extended XAFS Analysis of Data.

• We have created 5 Galaxy tools for this:
• Larch Athena:  Galaxy tool for Processing and Normalization of raw data.
• Larch FEFF: Galaxy tool for the generation of paths in a material using FEFF.
• Larch Select Paths:  Galaxy tool for the selection of paths generated using Larch FEFF.
• Larch Artemis: Galaxy tool for extended analysis of EXAFS data.

• The full workflow can be extracted from a history of individual tool executions and then be saved, 
reused and shared or exported as an RO-Crate object

• Galaxy provides a single interface for all tools, and can submit jobs to HPC resources without users 
needing to worry about the details (for example writing Slurm submission scripts)

• We need to refine these tools by interacting with Catalysis scientists.
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